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From The Director 

Michele T. Villinski, Ph.D.  

The 

June 2016 

June 17, 2016 

     On a gorgeous day in August, while their classmates 

were unpacking family vans and hauling boxes into dorm 

rooms, the Management Fellows Class of 2019 dove into 

their first business case studies. In groups of 10-12, students 

analyzed topics including Business Ethics and Chiquita, for 

example, or a Netflix IPO after a rousing welcome from 

F.D. Wilder ’82, Vice President of Global e-Business at 

Procter &  

Gamble. These opening day events kicked off a semester of dynamic speakers, workshops and 

other events. 

     Mick Risdon, my colleague from the           

Department of Economics and Management, 

joined me in leading a career exploration trip 

to Chicago over fall break. We invited first-

year and sophomore economics students and     

Management Fellows to learn about the city, 

its economic roles and potential career paths 

such as investment banking consulting and 

promotions. I was particularly pleased to see 

our DePauw students mingling and interacting well with the wide range of alumni who          

attended our social event at Maggiano’s Little Italy – showing growing confidence in their   

networking skills. Read more about our trip on page 2.  

     For the first time this fall, General Mills, Inc. signed on as our corporate partner in the       

Management Fellows senior capstone course. Spearheaded by Jeff Harmening ’89, Chief      

Operating Officer, the project generated engaging, consumer-inspired recommendations on 

how to win with millennial consumers for four General Mills brands: Cheerios, Nature Valley, 

Pillsbury and Yoplait. Brand managers visited DePauw in December for presentations and final 

consultations with student teams, praising the groups for “their candid and thoughtful perspec-

tive, especially on [the brand’s] social and     digital presence.”  

      As I look toward the coming months, which will include a           

Presidential transition for DePauw and changes in our team as we 

hire and welcome – for the first time in our history – a full-time     

Director of the McDermond Center, I am energized by the              

opportunities that await. Alumni, parents, students, friends, faculty 

and staff members all play key roles in shaping, implementing and 

funding the Management Fellows experience. This is the perfect 

time to increase your involvement in the program, and I hope you’ll  

connect with us today. 

 

 

    The Robert C. McDermond Center for Management & Entrepreneurship 
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DePauw Management Fellows visit Chicago written by Michael Risdon 

     On Sunday morning, Oct. 18, a bright but brisk October day, an eager group of Management Fellows and  

economic students began a journey to explore career options in the Windy City. Most students left by bus 

early that morning from the Memorial Student Union Building at DePauw, accompanied by professors  

Villinski and Risdon. Several others met the group around noon at their Chicago hotel. After a brief  

organizational meeting, everyone left for a tour of the city on “The Big Red Bus.” It wouldn’t be a DePauw 

event for the 33 first-years and sophomores without pizza, so Sunday’s scheduled events concluded with  

pizza at Gino’s East, a legendary Chicago pizzeria.  

     The real work started early Monday morning when we boarded a bus to head to the Arlington Heights  

offices of SVM Cards, “Leader in Gasoline and Retail Gift Cards.” Our primary host and CEO of the  

company was Marshall Reavis ’84, a member of the first Management Fellows graduating class and current 

Chair of the DePauw Board of Trustees. He and his team  

literally opened their doors to us for several hours explaining 

their business and discussing employment opportunities for  

internships and permanent positions. It was interesting insight 

into a business model most had never been exposed to. 

     Monday afternoon the group split into two sub-groups, one 

going to West Monroe Partners and the other to Slalom. Both 

consulting firms are well-respected and goods friends of  

DePauw. The firms were gracious hosts to our group and gave a 

good insight into the management consulting arena. The group 

finished up Monday’s formal activities by visiting the Chicago 

Federal Reserve Bank, leaving with shredded remnants of what 

had been real paper money. 

     Tuesday started with a visit to BMO Harris Bank, where we were greeted by many DePauw alumni. After 

an overview presentation of the firm, Elizabeth Ferneau organized a process where each table spent several 

minutes with a member from different sections of the bank’s operations. This enabled us to learn about the 

many facets of business that today’s large banks are involved with. 

     We spent an exciting two hours at the Chicago Board of Options Exchange. After a classroom discussion 

of how options work, enabling an investor to participate in the upside of a firms’ rising stock price, but  

limiting downside risk, we headed to the trading floor. This could best be described as organized chaos as 

traders enacted transactions with a series of hand signals. The signals given by a third base coach on a major 

league baseball team would look amateurish compared to what these folks were doing. 

     After lunch we finished up Tuesday afternoon with a visit to Goldman Sachs. This gave us a chance to 

learn about investment banking from one of the most prestigious and successful firms in the business. Our 

“senior host” was Matt Darnall ’85, a managing director at Goldman Sachs. Several other DePauw alumni 

were with us. One highlight of the visit was Taz Kadam ’15, describing a day in the life of a new associate at 

Goldman Sachs, followed by Matt describing a day in the life of a senior executive at Goldman Sachs. Both 

were serving clients in a meaningful way, but the type of  activity and the people with whom they interacted 

was quite different. 

     After three busy days, we all headed out on Wednesday morning, sometimes in different directions. The 

consensus was the trip was very successful in allowing us to peek inside companies in different industries 

where DePauw interns and alumni have been very successful. The students all learned of areas that will be of 

interest and, in some cases, areas that may have little interest to them for future employment. 

Chicago Career Exploration Trip 2015 

For updates on the Management Fellows Program, be sure to “Like” us on Facebook!! 

DePauw Management  

Fellows Program  

http://www.depauw.edu/academics/honorsfellows/management-fellows/ 
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Evan Atkinson ’17, Delphi, Ind. 

Economics major 

Cummins India Limited, Pune, India 

 
“Working for Cummins is a great thing, but to work for Cummins India, gave me a view 

that not many others can’t say they have. I learned that the world does things very          

differently and to be a part of that in India was very special.”  

     While interning at Cummins’ India location,  Evan worked on numerous projects related 

to the financial performance of the manufacturing company. One  project included        

compiling the functions and finances of engineering departments throughout the company. In the latter half of 

his internship, Evan often managed two or more ongoing projects at a time, primarily consisting of collecting 

and reviewing financial data in order to streamline efficiency and maximize revenue. Evan had the opportunity 

to witness various engine testing sessions to aid in his work to improve the financial process. Along with this 

professional development, Evan also had the unique opportunity of working with co-workers from around the 

world including China and Brazil. 

 

Kole M. Brinegar ’17, Noblesville, Ind. 

Economics major and Philosophy minor  

CMG Worldwide, Indianapolis. 

 

“My time working for CMG Worldwide gave me an invaluable glimpse into both the    

business and legal world through the unique world of intellectual property. I have learned 

the ins and outs of the marketing world by creating a marketing database from the ground 

up using it to market our clients to other firms. Working in such a unique area of the law  

provided me with knowledge of just how complex certain aspects of the business world 

truly are.” 

     As an intern at CMG, Kole had numerous responsibilities. Kole joined the CMG team at unique time for the 

company. CMG is current making a push to do much more marketing and Kole created a marketing database of 

900 current and potential licensees. He worked with attorneys on a daily basis drafting various legal documents 

for them as well as invoices. Kole was responsible for monitoring any and all infringements for 17 of their  

clients. Kole alerted CMG of James Dean infringement by a company who had not been reporting royalties for 

over 2 years and denying the client a substantial amount of money. 

 

Morgan A. Cohen ’17, Denver  

Economics major 

Eli Lilly, Indianapolis 

“I had the opportunity to be involved in a variety of different marketing operations        

including market research, brand strategy and activities for engaging thought leaders. I 

loved experiencing different areas of a marketing organization and learning the            

importance of communication between all business functions.” 

     As a Marketing Fellow at Eli Lilly, Morgan was a part of the US Rheumatology team 

involved in a number of different workstreams. Outside her internship project, Morgan 

helped plan and execute two advisory board events related to brand strategy. She was involved with market 

research and traveled to New York City for an agency summit gaining insight into tactics and strategies for the 

launch of a new product. Her internship project was to establish a strategy for how the team could leverage mid

-level providers. She completed market research, activities for engaging thought leaders, and had direct        

customer interaction in order to complete her project. At the end, Morgan provided the team with formal      

recommendations and solutions to leverage this customer group.  

Internships provide  

students with        

opportunities to 

work in challenging 

and responsible    

positions at large 

corporations, small 

business firms and 

not-for-profit        

organizations.  An 

internship is a      

full-time position 

that lasts between 

four and eight 

months during the 

junior year.  In      

addition to            

opportunities to    

apply classroom 

knowledge to       

real-world problems, 

an internship        

provides each    

Management Fellow 

with firsthand        

experience about the 

workings of a     

business.  These  

profiles highlight 

students who  

completed their  

internships during 

fall 2015. 

Vanessa M. Freije ’17, Indianapolis 

Economics and Political Development double major 

Geofeedia Inc., Indianapolis 

 

 “Having the opportunity to work at Geofeedia provided me invaluable exposure to the 

startup world, social media and the software industry. I was able to gain competitive 

knowledge of a new field while also strengthening my technical and professional skills.” 

     As a member of the product-marketing team at Geofeedia, Vanessa had a variety of 

responsibilities while working under the Vice President of Product Management. Vanessa 

worked within the platform to gather and comprise social media data and intelligence to be 

used for product, marketing and sales initiatives. During her time at Geofeedia, Vanessa assisted in launching 

new product releases and presented to the entire company.  
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Michael T. Henderson ’17, Winnetka, Ill. 

Economics major 

Salesforce, Indianapolis 

 

“Having the opportunity to work in finance at Salesforce has been a worthwhile experience. I have learned about an 

industry and company of which I did not have much prior knowledge. I also developed professional skills, as well as 

became well versed in Microsoft Excel. It was a great company to work for and I would recommend this internship to 

anybody.”  

 

As a member of the finance and strategy team at Salesforce, Michael completed a variety of projects working under 

the guidance of experienced financial analysts and directors. Through his experience, Michael learned underlying skills used in forecasting, 

as well as how a company whose number one priority is growth allocates their capital. He worked on many assignments that will contribute 

to the team’s planning for next fiscal year.  

 

Mallory Howard ’17, Indianapolis 

Economics major 

8x8 Inc., San Jose, California 

 

“While interning at 8x8, I have been able to build upon concepts I learned in the classroom. I can connect real      

situations to my previous coursework so I can really dig into specific projects or tasks given to me. My questions are 

encouraged and everyone at 8x8 has been eager for me to learn about multiple functions within the finance           

department.” 

As a member of the finance department, Mallory worked extensively with Accounts Receivable. She was given pro-

jects that aided in additional functions such as Accounts Payable, Financial Planning and Analysis, as well as Payroll. That exposure      

allowed her to better understand the intertwining functions within the department. As a result, Mallory consistently accumulated more     

responsibilities throughout her internship. 

 

Nicole G. Gibson ’17, Cincinnati 

Spanish major 

Fusion Education Group, Grand Rapids, Mich. 

 

“During my six months at Fusion Education Group, I worked in multiple departments on a variety of projects.     

Having mostly worked in the New School Openings department, I focused my efforts on researching and               

presenting potential markets for new schools, while quantitatively analyzing past school openings.”  

 

Nicole spent six months interning at Fusion Education Group. She maintained a variety of responsibilities between 

both the Accounting and Marketing departments she mainly focused on researching and analyzing the markets and 

demographics of new school locations. Nicole specifically presented the School Opportunity Assessment Reviews for Chicago and       

Washington DC markets. She also analyzed past school openings and tracked events, enrollment, billable hours and other key factors of 

Fusion schools.  

Brad I. McGee ’17, Vernon Hills, Ill. 

Economics major and Sociology minor 

LNE Group, Cleveland/Washington D.C. 

 

“My role with LNE Group afforded me the opportunity to gain exposure to a variety of different functions that  

lobbyists serve. I was able to hone my written skills through lead roles in grant writing opportunities, as well as my 

communication skills via research assignments.” 

 

As an intern with LNE Group, Brad wore many different hats as he was introduced to different business functions of 

the firm. Brad’s daily tasks included maintaining a database of all released federal grant opportunities and reviewing 

headlines to discover events that could impact client initiatives. Much of Brad’s role consisted of performing research in support of grant 

applications, grant research, business development and client initiatives. He was also given a lead role in a $2.5 million grant application, in 

addition to multiple supporting roles in other grant opportunities. By dividing his internship between Cleveland and Washington D.C., Brad 

was exposed to interaction between congressional representatives and lobbyists that belies general advocacy.  
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Anna E. Paumier ’17, Granville, Ohio 

Economics major and Sociology minor 

Eli Lilly, Indianapolis 

 
“Working as an Eli Lilly marketing intern has been an unbelievably rewarding life experience. I had the opportunity to 

create a program that improves the quality of life for women with metastatic (advanced stage IV) breast cancer. The      

internship taught me the importance of creativity, clear communication and teamwork mentality.”  

     As a marketing intern in the Oncology Business Unit at Eli Lilly, Anna was responsible for executing the vision 

and strategy for the global Abemaciclib Customer Support Program. Anna had daily responsibilities of leading the 

team to align on decisions and funding for the program. She worked closely with a design firm in NYC to conduct 

design research with over 30 metastatic (advanced stage IV) breast cancer patients, caregivers and oncologists. To conduct this research, 

Anna had the opportunity to travel to Sweden, NYC, Chicago and Philadelphia. In addition to research, Anna organized and led bi-weekly 

meetings with team members to align on the strategy for launch. 

 

Michael (Mike) D. Perry ’17, Indianapolis 

Economics major and Political Science minor 

Cummins Inc., Columbus, Ind.  

 
“During my time at Cummins Inc., I have been exposed to and had the opportunity to work on a variety of different projects 

spanning numerous teams within the Treasury department.  These projects have not only enhanced my technical skills, but 

have also taught me how to better prioritize and manage the tasks in front of me, while also keeping an eye ahead to what 

might present itself in the future.”  

     While working at Cummins Inc. as a member of the Corporate Treasury department, Mike had the opportunity to 

work within different Treasury fields: pensions, corporate credit, process and solutions, corporate  finance,            

compliance and exposure risk management. Working on pertinent projects in each area, he gained incredibly helpful experience in different 

finance areas.  One of Mike’s most important projects was construction of the Cummins Inc. pension investment footnote, published annually 

in the company’s 10K report.  Mike used data from recently released accounting practices to construct an entirely new reporting format, so that 

the only necessary step remaining was to upload fourth quarter investment data. 

 

William (Connor) Patterson ’17, Kenilworth, Ill. 

Economics major and Computer Science minor 

Gametime United, San Francisco 

 

“The ability to take on a variety of projects at a start-up like Gametime and give input on different aspects of the   

business from fraud policies to product features and growth campaigns, has made this a tremendously rewarding 

experience.  I have learned the importance of managing time effectively as I work on projects across multiple teams to 

ensure deadlines are not only met but exceeded, as well as how different units of the business work together toward 

the unified goal of building the best mobile-ticketing platform.” 

     As a member of the trust and safety team at Gametime, Connor had an essential role in managing chargebacks and 

assessing user legitimacy/customer safety.  He also used his newly acquired SQL knowledge to prepare queries and dashboards for manag-

ers giving insight into KPIs on various aspects of the business.  Connor had the opportunity to work with his manager alongside the VP of 

Operations in integrating a new fraud detection platform as well as developing rules that this platform operates by in an effort to increase 

safety and mitigate fraud risk.  Having the opportunity to witness and participate in multiple backend software integrations has shown    

Connor how important speed and efficiency becomes in real-time mobile commerce operations and that minor positive changes in the short 

term yield large positive returns in the long run. 

George T. Quall ’17, Lake Forest, Ill. 

Economics major 

Slalom Consulting, Chicago 

 
“Slalom’s entrepreneurial environment, coupled with all the resources of an established firm, made for an incredible      

opportunity to personally develop.” 

     As a member of the Innovation & Insights team at Slalom, George had the opportunity to support a variety of   

internal and external initiatives. Because George had the opportunity to work with so many people, he left his        

internship with many lifelong relationships. Additionally, through frequent feedback, George was able to dramatically 

improve professionally—improving both the quality of his work and the amount of work he was able to process. 
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Everett L. Schau ’17 , Coppell, Tex. 

Political Science major, and Business Administration minor 

Fusion Education Group, Grand Rapids, Mich.  

 

“Fusion offers interns the opportunity to work on valuable projects with different teams, including the Executive Team. 

I will leave Fusion with a broader skillset and an increased awareness of how corporate america functions.”  

 

Working with the Accounting Department at Fusion Education Group, Everett learned how to balance recurring respon-

sibilities with long-term projects. Creating performance reports, processing billing information and payments, and   tak-

ing on a crucial role in Fusion’s accounts payable process Everett’s time management capabilities grew. All the while, Everett spearheaded 

Fusion’s first retention tracking system and analyzed EBITDA margin degradation under the supervision of Fusion’s Executive Team. 

 

Eric Speer ’17,  Brownsburg,  Ind. 

Economics major  

West Monroe Partners, Chicago 

 

“My time at West Monroe Partners offered the opportunity to work as a full time consultant. I never felt as though I was 

being treated as an intern. Instead, West Monroe Partners continuously allowed me to complete meaningful work that 

had a direct impact on the company. Through work both on a client site and within the office, I was able to develop  

valuable skills.”   

 

As a member of Operations Excellence within West Monroe Partners, Eric was assigned to assist with numerous client projects and internal 

initiatives.  Eric was assigned as a consultant to assist in the carve-out and merger of two companies. While staffed on the 6 week project, 

Eric and his team helped configure and implement an expense management system to better align the two companies. He was given the 

opportunity to complete work directly for the client.  Eric also assisted on numerous internal initiatives.  He worked to create over 20 case 

studies to summarize past client projects.  Eric assisted in developing a new service offering within West Monroe Partners, consisting of 

surveys to assess the culture and employee engagement levels within a client.  Lastly, Eric helped create a series of tips in order to improve 

West Monroe Employee’s knowledge of their own expense management system.   

David E. Rasmussen ’17, Wayzata, Minn.  

Economics major 

H&R Block, Kansas City, Mo. 

 

“During this internship I was exposed to projects across all areas of marketing at H&R Block. This allowed me to gain 

experience in everything from web development, client insights, creative services, cause marketing, brand promotion 

and sports marketing. Having the opportunity to see all these areas showed me the detail that goes into a successful  

marketing campaign and how to effectively bring a campaign from just an idea to a national audience. The fast paced 

nature of H&R Block helped me learn how to multi task and juggle multiple projects at the same time.”   

 

As the brand promotions intern at H&R Block, David had the opportunity to work on projects across all areas of marketing. David gained 

experience in fields such as: web development, client insights, creative services, cause marketing, brand promotion and sports marketing. 

The vast exposure to H&R Block’s marketing department allowed David to see how a successful campaign is run from the start of an idea 

to when it reaches a national audience.  

 

Maggie M. Roth ’16,  Morr is, Ill.  

Economics major 

DoubleMap, Indianapolis 

 

“Having the experience to work at a small startup company has allowed me to explore every possible facet of a business 

without having to take that risk after graduation.  Going into my internship I had no idea what I wanted to do, but after 

given the opportunity to work on a wide array of projects and areas, I know that I can more comfortably choose a field 

that interests me.” 

 

As a member of DoubleMap, Maggie had the opportunity to work on a wide array of meaningful projects.  Maggie specialized in special 

projects where she worked directly with president and co-founder, Peter SerVaas.  She gained experience in finance, marketing, sales and 

project management.  One of her largest projects included interviewing, hiring, and implementing a formal training system for eight new 

employees.  After working on many internal projects such as implementing an inbound marketing strategy and improving productivity of 

team members, Maggie took on the role of project manager for DoubleMap’s largest contract.  After signing the contract in August, Maggie 

had the entire system up and running by the end of January 2016. 
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Ian T. Wright ’17, Winnetka, Ill 

Economics major and Geology minor 

Salesforce Marketing Cloud, Indianapolis  

 

“Working in the finance department at Salesforce has been an incredible experience, learning from a financial        

standpoint how a rapidly growing five billion dollar company operates.  As part of the revenue operations team, I was 

able to work on a multitude of meaningful projects throughout the semester in a fast paced learning environment.” 

 

As a finance intern at Salesforce Marketing Cloud, Ian had the opportunity to work on the Revenue Operations team.  

Ian had monthly tasks of issuing credit memo reports, calculating and auditing variable commission salaries for salespeople and predicting 

monthly billing statistics for the future.  Other major projects he contributed on were building an automated commission’s rate calculator 

and other projects to help the recently acquired marketing cloud prepare for integration into the rest of the core Salesforce business.   

 

Chris  J. Zott  ’17, Hinsdale,  Ill.  

Economics major  

KeyBanc Capital Markets, Cleveland 

 

“Through my internship with KeyBanc Capital Markets, I’ve developed confidence and perspective that I can not only 

survive, but excel in a professional setting. Aside from developing financial acumen and proficiency in programs such as 

Microsoft Excel, I’ve realized some of the intangibles that constitute success in the workplace: efficiency, initiative,  

willingness and humility.”   

 

While interning at KeyBanc Capital Markets, Chris worked in Debt Capital Markets and primarily with the Corporate Syndications desk. In 

his first two weeks, Chris completed a financial modeling and Excel prep course through Training the Street. He worked on several deals 

under the direction of senior management. Specifically, Chris conducted research for institutional investors, familiarizing himself with 10-K 

reports and other SEC filings as well as credit agreements, audit reports, and the various financial databases including Bloomberg, Capital 

IQ and LCD Comps. Using Excel, he built circular referenced spreadsheets to determine future underwriting fees accrued by banks. Chris 

administered public comparable analysis for clients and developed slides for financing views and lender presentations that were discussed in 

investor meetings. 

Michael G. Tracy ’17, St. Louis 

Spanish Major and Business Administration minor 

Make-It-Happen, Buenos Aires, Argentina 

 

“The combination of a fully-immersed Spanish experience and a young, small gourmet jam business, I was able to     

improve my Spanish fluency while assisting in all parts of small business from managing their corporate  

responsibility campaign to going on sales calls.”  

 

Mike was a member of a small team in a gourmet jam company, Patagonia Berries. Mike performed a variety of respon-

sibilities throughout his time in Patagonia. Mike created a tool to help calculate the number of donated breakfasts for the company’s corpo-

rate responsibility campaign. He also assisted in the management and distribution of the product throughout the greater Buenos Aires area. 

In addition, Mike updated their management system to help in their transition to Salesforce. 

 

Carly B. Wallace ’17, For t Atkinson, WI  

Economics major 

AIM Consulting, Chicago 

 

“Working at A IM Consulting has been a great experience and I have learned a lot.  The most valuable part of this  

internship is I am a lot more comfortable in the business world.  I think this internship has given me confidence to talk to 

my superiors.  This internship has also given me the opportunity to live on my own and figure out how to live in the real 

world.  I think a lot of students do not know what to expect after graduation because they have not had the opportunity 

to work in the real world because of this internship I feel prepared for life after college.”   

 

As a member of the recruiting team at AIM Consulting, Carly was given a variety of responsibilities.  Carly was responsible for sending out 

daily activity reports to the recruiting team and to the account executives.  Carly was also responsible for dubbing candidate’s resumes to fit 

the AIM format to send clients.  She spent a great deal of time working in LinkedIn Recruiter searching profiles and finding candidates to 

fit roles for AIM’s clients.  Carly also worked with the managing partner in compiling AIM’s data for the year as well as the competition’s 

data.   
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McDERMOND CENTER SPEAKER SERIES 

 

Left:  

Chris Schoenfeld ’16 

Becky Sear ’16 

Abby Snively ’16 

Sarib Haroon ’16 

Matt Piggins ’16  
Maximizing Internship  

Experiences: Senior  

Management Fellows  

Perspective 

Right:  

Randy Paine ’91 

President of KeyBanc Capital Markets 

 

Perspectives on the Current State of the US 

Capital Markets and career              

opportunities in Corporate and Investment 

Banking  

Left:  

Steve Sear ’87 
Senior Vice President - Global 

Sales, Delta Air Lines 

 

Airline Industry 

Transformation 

Right:  

Bill Cobb 

 
President and CEO of H&R Block 

 

Soda, Salty Snacks & Taxes: 

Leadership Observations and 

the Making of a CEO 
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Left:  

Michelle Long 
Environmental Group Leader, 

Subaru of Indiana Automotive, 

Inc.  

 

To Zero Landfill and Beyond; 

Measuring for the Future 

 

Left: 

Graham James ’93 

Head of   

Communications– 

North America, 

Spotify 

 
 

 

McDERMOND CENTER SPEAKER SERIES 

Right:  

R.J .Taylor ’02 
Vice President– Production 

Management, Geofeedia 

 

The McDermond Center 

Entrepreneurship Series 

 

From English Degree to    

Entrepreneurship 
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Junior Management Fellow, Carly 

Wallace ’17 (second from right), 

helped her internship hosts win a 

charity kickball tournament!  

Carly interned at AIM  

Consulting in Chicago.  

Management Fellows in the Field 

Welcoming Class of 2019 

F.D. Wilder ’82 giving the welcome 

address to students and families of the 

Management Fellows Class of 2019. 

Senior Capstone Presentations 

Team of seniors presenting their marketing     

proposals to Michelle Peterson,  

Director of Marketing for Pillsbury. 

Class picture of Management  

Fellows Class of 2019 


